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Osler and Faraday
In 1985 Wilkinson’s acquired Osler and Faraday lighting company, including the name and manufacturing
rights to Osler & Faraday Ltd and a large number of their patterns and drawings. This name is now
registered to ensure that the legacy of Osler and Faraday’s work continues at the high standard it was
known for.
Over the years we have been delighted to have the opportunity to restore a number of exquisite pieces that
have unfortunately become damaged over the years. In addition to restoring items from the original
collection we have also been commissioned to produce replica pieces based on the original designs found in
Osler catalogues, an example can be seen in the below images of a table centrepiece.
Keep an eye on our website for our new Osler pages coming soon, displaying a larger range of pieces that
we have restored or repaired.

Missing part replacement
The beautifully hand cut antique Victorian
chandelier seen on the left was sadly
missing a number of parts when we
acquired it.
However by looking through our extensive
stocks of antique pieces we were able to
find replacements which restored the
chandelier to its full potential.
Height 80cm Width 65cm
This item is available for purchase so
please let us know if you would like any
additional details or prices. Additionally if
you need any replacement parts for your
chandelier that needs restoration, send us
images and we may have just the part you
are looking for!
Did you know…
…we have made it as a finalist in the Swale Business Awards 2015. We have been selected as one of the top
15 businesses in the Swale area and will find out if we have won on October 9 th. Fingers crossed!
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